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What did British Prime Minister Theresa May announce last week?

a. a Brexit deal has been signed and the UK has left the European 

Union

b. a Brexit deal has not been signed and she is seeking to postpone 

Brexit

c. she has approved a second Brexit referendum

b. a Brexit deal has not been signed and she is seeking to 

postpone Brexit - Theresa May said the Brexit delay is 'a 

matter of great personal regret’. Theresa May has asked the 

EU to grant an extension and European leaders agreed to delay 

the UK's departure from the EU until the 30th June. 
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Near which country have 1300 people been evacuated from a 

cruise ship after it lost power to its engines? 

a. Norway  

b. Sweden   

c. Denmark

a. Norway - Norway's sea rescue agency said the MV Viking Sky 

sent out a distress signal amid high waves and strong winds. 

Five helicopters and several ships took part in the evacuation
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In which type of building did three teenagers tragically die 

during a crowd surge in Cookstown? 

a. Shopping Centre  

b. Cinema   

c. Hotel

c. Hotel - The tragedy occured at a St Patrick's Day party at a 

hotel in Cookstown, County Tyrone. The crowd was surging to 

try and get to the entry.



For which country is this woman the 

Prime Minister?
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New Zealand - New Zealand's Prime Minister, Jacinda Ardern, 

has been praised for her leadership and empathy after the 

tragic Christchurch attack. Her decision to wear a headscarf 

when meeting the families of the victims was warmly-

received.
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What was the name of the campaign that attracted 1 million 

people in central London calling for another EU referendum? 

a. "Put It To The People"  

b. "Leave Means Leave"  

c. "Reverse Our Brexit"

a. "Put It To The People" - Protesters carrying EU flags and 

placards called for any Brexit deal be put to another public 

vote. PM Theresa May is coming under pressure to quit after 

saying she might not put her Brexit deal to a third vote by 

MPs.
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Who has recently been fined 1.49 billion euros (£1.2 billion) 

for disadvantaging rivals on its search platform?

a. Facebook

b. Microsoft

c. Google

c. Google - The commission said the fine amounted to 1.29 per 

cent of Google's turnover of more than $US136 billion  in 2018. 

The commission says Google abuses its dominance to stop 

websites using advertising brokers other than the AdSense 

platform.
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True or false, British Airways has just been voted the world’s 

cleanest airline?

False - Japan’s ANA All Nippon Airways is the cleanest airline 

according to Skytrax’s World Airline Awards. British Airways are 

outside the Top 30. In February, British Airways stopped 

cleaning planes between flights as part of a four-day trial to 

see if it could quicken turnaround times.



What rare type of fish is shown in this 

image from Australia last week?

a. Moon Fish   b. Sun Fish   c. Jupiter Fish
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b. Sun Fish - Ocean sunfish, or Mola mola, are the world's 

heaviest bony fish species and can be found in temperate 

marine waters globally. The fish shown here is a smaller 

example of its species, which can grow over 4m (13ft) tall and 

weigh more than 2.5 tonnes (2,500kg).
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Cyclone Idai has taken the lives of hundreds of people when it 

hit the southern coast of which continent?

a. South America

b. Asia

c. Africa

c. Africa - The storm made landfall near the port city of Beira, 

Mozambique on Thursday with winds of up to 177 km/h (106 

mph), but aid teams only reached the city on Sunday. It is 

thought that the death toll may be over 1000.
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Australian researchers have found a blood test that could provide 

early diagnosis of Celiac disease. What do people with Celiac disease 

have severe reactions to?

a. salt   

b. gluten   

c. nuts

b. gluten - Celiac disease is a permanent, autoimmune 

disorder that causes a reaction to gluten which is found in 

wheat, barley, rye and oats.
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Which of the following words is sung first in the National 

Anthem? 

a. Noble  

b. Victorious  

c. Glorious

c. Glorious



Which sport are these celebration based 

around?

a. cricket   b. football   c. rugby
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c. rugby - Wales celebrated its Grand Slam Six Nations win at 

the Senedd (or National Assembly building) in Cardiff.
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A US jury has found Roundup was a major factor in a man 

developing cancer. What is Roundup?

a. an insecticide

b. a herbicide

c. vermicide

b. a herbicide - Monsanto (the company that makes Roundup), 

says studies have established that Roundup's active ingredient, 

glyphosate, is safe. However, the France-based International 

Agency for Research on Cancer, which is part of the World 

Health Organisation, classified it as a "probable human 

carcinogen" in 2015.
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In which country is Nairobi the capital City?

a. South Africa  

b. Zimbabwe  

c. Kenya

c. Kenya
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The United Kingdom's largest bronze sculpture has just been installed 

in Plymouth. What is the huge bronze sculpture depicting? 

a. A young footballer  

b. A theatre performer   

c. a  A sailor

b. A theatre performer - The sculpture is called Messenger, and 

stands 7m (23ft) tall and 9m (30ft) wide. It shows a female 

theatre performer in a crouching position. The Theatre Royal 

hopes "In time, it may become one of those iconic statues that 

destinations become forever associated with."



Which Central American country has this 

flag?

a. Panama

b. El Salvador

c. Nicaragua
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a. Panama
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What is the name of the report that has been investigating whether 

there was corruption involving Donald Trump and Russia during the US 

Presidential Elections? 

a. The Sanders Report  

b. The Romney Report  

c. The Mueller Report

c. The Mueller Report - Special Counsel Robert Mueller's has 

been investigating alleged collusion between the Trump 

campaign and Russia. In the course of their investigation, Mr 

Mueller and his team have already charged 34 people -

including six former Trump aides and a dozen Russians - as well 

as three companies.
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Which cricketing nation recently won its first ever test match 

with a seven-wicket win over its opponents? 

a. Ireland  

b. Scotland  

c. Afghanistan

c. Afghanistan - Afghanistan earned their first Test win after 

Rahmat Shah's 76 and Ihsanullah Janat's 65 helped them earn a 

seven-wicket victory over Ireland. Ireland is yet to record a 

win, while Scotland has not yet gained Test status.
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Why did Cadbury get in trouble for a recent advertising campaign?  

a. they were urging children to dig for treasure  

b. they were encouraging children to beg their parents for 

chocolate  

c. they were suggesting chocolate could be part of breakfast

a. they were urging children to dig for treasure - The 

campaign on its website called on children to "grab a metal 

detector" and dig holes looking for gold or treasure. 

Archeologists said it was "intensely stupid" and people could 

be breaking the law by digging without permission. Cadbury 

confirmed it had removed the campaign web page.



What caused this scene in Chicago last 

week?

a. a chemical spill

b. a Greenpeace protest

c. St Patrick’s Day
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c. St Patrick’s Day - The Chicago River has been turned green 

in honour of St Patrick's Day for more than 50 years. A harmless 

orange vegetable dye is used to get the desired green hue



The End


